Bridging the gap between
entertainment and reality

Our approach to
Building Better
Experiences
By designing experiences that provide a moment of wonder
(entertainment) that lead to a desire to engage (reality) we
elevate brand touch-points from “impressions" to impactful
moments that drive consumer action.
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We struggle with the word
“process” because we know
that can often translate into
red tape, roadblocks and
delays. Instead we call our
course of action a “blueprint”.
It serves as a guide that
accelerates our path forward
instead of tying it up. Our
blueprint is ﬂuid, adaptable,
scalable and has an emphasis
on delivering to your objectives
as eﬃciently as possible.

Listening
Our ﬁrst step is to make sure we understand the landscape
and all the potential hurdles and challenges we’ll face.
How can we be the best possible partner? What do you see
as the path to success? In this phase your brief is delivered
and we begin to digest the challenge.
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Your organization
•
Who are the stakeholders and what does each hope the
results will be? How do each of them like to communicate
and be communicated to? What has driven success for
your organization in the past?
Your competition
•
What have they done that has been successful?
Where have they stubbed their toes? What can we exploit?
Red tape
•
Where are the potential bottlenecks in your corporate
structure? What level of approvals will be required at
each stage and how long do these typically take?

We move to the
next phase when

Your brief has been delivered
Our internal team has been assigned

Ideation
We begin by researching and strategizing on the brief
details and dive into uninhibited ideation to generate
smarter activations.
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Strategize
•
Deconstruct the brief, ask the tough questions and
establish ﬁlters through which we’ll ideate.
Research & Trends
•
Understand the target demographic, the trends they are
following and how to eﬀectively communicate to each
on an individual level. Insights are gathered.
Brainstorming
•
A free ﬂow of ideas. Big thinking, high level framework
of ideas that deliver to your brief.
Focused Ideation
•
Reﬁning our big ideas in to clearly deﬁned executable
concepts that will achieve your desired results.

We move to the
next phase when

A concept has been approved

Development
Once a concept is selected we begin to develop the full project
landscape.
Budgeting
•
Your budget is allocated and shared with full transparency
for approval.
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Work-back Schedules
•
Key milestones and drop dead dates are established.
Creative Development
•
Art and environmental assets begin to take shape and are
presented for feedback and approval.
Location & Event Scouting
•
Recommendations for ‘where’ and ‘when’ are made and
approved. Site inspections take place.
Disaster & Contingency Planning
•
Risk mitigation planning begins, allowing us to get ahead of
potential issues that may arise when its time to activate. No
stone is left unturned in assessing what could possibly go wrong.
Vendor Contracts
•
Negotiation with vendors begins. Where possible we leverage
from a cultivated list of partners.

We move to the
next phase when

Project details and all creative are approved
Project estimate is approved

Production
The program begins to come to life with creative assets taking
shape and builds underway.
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Engineering & Blueprints
•
Custom builds are drafted and revised to accommodate for
safety requirements and to adhere to speciﬁc location
requirements.
Asset and Build Production
•
Sign-oﬀs and progress reports are issued at all key milestones
to ensure stake holders remain aligned as custom creations
transform from concept to reality.
Logistics & Shipping Planning
•
Working with suppliers a plan is put in place to ensure assets
arrive on-site, on-time and that all bases are covered for setup
and teardown.
Staﬃng
•
Our in-house recruitment team begins to interview candidates
from our roster and to identify the right people for the job.

We move to the
next phase when

All elements of the project are complete
and approved for execution

Implementation
Locations are booked, assets are ready, Brand Ambassadors are
hired and it’s time to activate!
Training
•
Brand Ambassadors receive training, a dry run is held and
extensive testing ensures key messaging is memorized and
delivered as designed.
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Onsite Builds
•
The work takes shape in the real world and is safety inspected.
Data Collection
•
Consumer surveys and sensor technology (if desired), is deployed
to allow us to analyze and optimize your program in real-time.
In-Field Optimization
•
Adjust, amend and act. In this phase your project management
team closely monitors the health of the program. Using available
data, and qualitative feedback from BAs, we adjust, amend,
correct and escalate any issues that arise to ensure program
health.
Pulse Reporting
•
At the end of each day project leads provide a short report
outlining all metrics and points of interest. Pictures of the
activation are also shared.

We move to the
next phase when

The program is complete

Analysis
A deep exploration into the life of the activation is undertaken.
KPIs are scored, and a post-report document is presented.
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Measurement Reporting & Analysis
•
If quantiﬁable data analytics have been put in place we
audit and scrutinize the data to formulate a full
understanding of the activation’s performance.
Post-Report Documentation
•
Successes, future opportunities and key learnings are
presented. Your ROI is assessed.
Budget Reconciliation
•
A fully transparent release of how your budget was spent is
provided with the ﬁnal invoice.
Inventory Control
•
Your new event assets are catalogued and discussions take
place regarding what is to be kept and where. We currently
maintain warehouse space where we can house your
materials and provide access to our barcode based
inventory management system.

